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CG Limits Ind Longitudinal Stability By L. D. Sunderland, EAA 5477 5 Griffin Dr., Apalachin, N.Y. N IMPORTANT part of the design of a new aircraft A is the establishment of center of gravity limits. This is a critical design problem which should be solved through a stability and control analysis. A second and less dependable method is to copy the limits of an existing airplane and hope that flight tests will prove the selection correct. In any case, CG limits must be determined before the designer can firmly establish such important design parameters as elevator area, and the location of engine, seats, and landing gear. Many early airplane designers, as well as some contemporary homebuilders, got into trouble because they did net understand the importance of CG location. The purpose of this article is to give the person with little or no experience in aircraft design some insight into the problem. A stability and control analysis is a complex undertaking and generally can be accomplished only by someone who has become thoroughly acquainted with the subject. Although most homebuilders will never perform such an analysis, they should understand what is involved and how modifications to an existing design will affect performance.



order to establish balanced conditions. The fuselage and other parts of the airplane also affect the center of pressure, but the combined center of pressure for the wing and fuselage is usually forward of the center of lift of the wing alone. Here is another way of looking at the neutral point. When the CG is located at the forward limit, the airplane is very stable. It takes considerable force on the control stick to maneuver the aircraft in pitch. As the CG is moved aft, the force on the control stick becomes less. At one point, the force required to maneuver the airplane becomes zero. This is called the stick-free maneuver neutral point. Move the CG aft of this point and the aircraft will begin to pitch up or down, and continue in a maneuver without application of any force on the stick.



A simplified explanation of what causes static longitudinal stability can be given using the example of an airplane with two tandem wings of equal area and di-



It is desirable for the designer to arrange the loads in an aircraft in a manner which will maintain center of gravity variations to as small a value as possible. This can be realized if variable loads are located near or on the CG. Since some variation is unavoidable, it is necessary to plan for this variation, and determine the limits on the CG range which will maintain flying qualities of the aircraft above acceptable standards. AFT CG LIMIT



The aft center of gravity limit is determined primarily by stability considerations. It is based on the location of the stick-fixed neutral point. It is necessary to keep the aft limit a short distance forward of this neutral point for all flight conditions.
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NEUTRAL POINT



The stick-fixed neutral point is usually defined as the CG location at which the derivative dC m /dC, equals zero. It is also defined as the condition when the pitching moment is independent of angle of attack, and the static stability is neutral. This means that regardless of the angle-of-attack of the aircraft, it will experience no pitching moment with the stick fixed. When the CG is in front of this neutral point, the pitching moment is in a direction which will cause the aircraft to return to trim position after being disturbed and is thus stable. When the CG is aft of the neutral point, it will cause the aircraft to depart from some trim position and go unstable. The common assumption that the CG must be forward of the center of pressure of the wing is far from true. It is common for the neutral point to be as far aft as 37 percent of the chord of the wing, while the center of pressure of the wing is approximately at the 25 percent point. Then what allows the CG to move so far aft of the center of lift of the wing? There can be only one answer. The horizontal tail must supply upward lift in



mension, (see Fig. 1). If the angle-of-attack on both wings is equal, the CG must be located halfway between the aerodynamic centers since the lift on each is identical. Changes in angle-of-attack of this airplane result in no change in pitching moments, so the combination is therefore neutrally stable. If it is caused to pitch-up by a wind gust it will continue pitching-up and will not return to its original angle-of-attack. This combination can be made stable, however, by moving the CG forward and setting the rear wing at a smaller angle-of-attack. For simplicity, assume the angle-of-attack is two deg. on the front wing and one deg. on the rear wing. When the angle-of-attack increases an equal amount on both wings, the percentage increase of the angle-of-attack on the rear wing is greater, and the pitching moment about the center of gravity changes to produce a net driving moment that will reduce the angle-of-attack. For instance, the angle-of-attack increases 100 percent on the rear wing and only 50 percent on the front wing. This (Continued on page 14) SPORT AVIATION
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CG LIMITS . . . (Continued from page 13) will cause more lift on the rear wing causing the aircraft to pitch-down. Likewise downward changes in angle-ofattack bring about similar results in the opposite direction. If the pitch angle is reduced one deg., the new angle on the tail is zero and only one deg. on the front win^. This results in a 100 percent change on the tail and only 50 percent change on the front wing, which



causes the airplane to pitch upward. The arrangement is therefore stable. This principle is used in all presentday airplanes, although the rear wing is usually made substantially smaller than the front wing with the center of gravity very near the center of pressure of the front wing. Longitudinal stability thus seems to depend upon the horizontal location of the center of gravity.



Calculations of the neutral point is not a simple matter. The displacement of the stick-fixed neutral point from the center of pressure of the combined wing and fuselage is a function of many variables. These are:



1. The ratio of the tail area to wing area, 2. The ratio of the tail lift coefficient to the wing lift coefficient, 3. The ratio of tail length (CG to tail center of pressure) to wing chord, 4. Tail efficiency, which accounts for dynamic pressure losses due to the tail being immersed in the wing wake, and 5. The downwash on the tail which is effected by wing aspect ratio and tail position. ACROBATIC LIMITS



The aft limit has an added restriction if the airplane is used for acrobatic flight. The most aft limit for acrobatics is determined by the spin-recovery characteristics of a particular design. When the CG is too far aft, the airplane can get into a flat spin whereby the control surfaces are ineffective. This is a very dangerous condition and usually results in loss of the aircraft. It is not absolutely necessary to run spin tests on your homebuilt, but it is preferable to do so. Spin tests should be performed cautiously with each successive spin held for a quarter turn longer. Any change in control forces during the spin should be noted. The approach of a flat spin is marked by a loss or reversal of control forces. FORWARD LIMIT



Entirely different factors limit the most forward CG location and the most aft location.



As the CG is moved forward, the stability of the airplane increases but it takes increasingly larger control movements and forces to maneuver and to change the trim position of the control surface. The forward CG limit is therefore determined by control considerations rather than stability considerations. The two most important limitations on the most forward CG location are: 1. The maximum gradient of stick force per "G", and 2. The amount of elevator required to land. All methods for predicting hinge moments of the elevators are subject to rather large errors and are quite unreliable. Fortunately, the elevator required for landing is generally a more severe limitation for conventional aircraft with horizontal tail aft of the wing. Equations are given in Perkins and Hague which permit calculation of the forward CG location with the stick force gradient 14
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limitation. The process is complicated by the need for aerodynamic coefficients and downwash angles for a specific design. These data can be obtained from wind tunnel data er from the educated guesses of an experienced designer. The amount of elevator required to land is that required to trim the aircraft while it is developing maximum lift in ground effect. This elevator deflection is greater than that required at higher altitude because the ground effect reduces the downwash at the tail, requiring more up elevator to maintain equilibrium. The reduction in downwash also increases the lift on both wing and tail. When the CG is located at the forward limit established by this second method, the elevator can develop just enough downward lift to bring about a stall at minimum speed during landing. If it is ahead of this point, hotter landings will result. It is advisable to allow a margin of elevator travel over that required to develop maximum lift in ground effect to be available for flare-out. This margin is usually about five deg. up elevator.



The range of CG desired, therefore, establishes the size of the horizontal tail and elevator. It follows that the wider the range, the larger the tail. The single seat airplane can thus have a smaller tail than an otherwise similar four-place craft. The foregoing discussion is limited to the case with the stick-fixed and with the propeller windmilling. It also disregards the effects of vertical CG location on longitudinal stability.



Allowing the elevator to float freely can have either a stabilizing or destabilizing effect, depending upon whether the elevator floating increases or decreases the restoring moment of the horizontal tail. A running propeller can have a profound effect on longitudinal stability and equilibrium. The effect is destabilizing and thus the neutral point is farther forward for power-on conditions. Usually a margin on the aft CG limit is allowed for power effect. The magnitude of this margin can be determined by wind tunnel tests or by judgment based on experience.



The vertical location of the CG relative to center of



lift also affects longitudinal stability. On a high wing



monoplane that has the CG located below the aerodynamic center, an increase in angle-of-attack causes a diving moment about the CG. This adds to its stability. The opposite is true when the CG is above the aerodynamic center. All this theory won't give the novice designer enough information to calculate exact CG limits, but it should make him aware of the importance of CG location. The safest practice for conventional designs is to locate the CG for the initial flight test as near the 25 percent chord point as possible. Then by gradually and systematically moving the CG with sand bags, determine the rear limit where the ship will fly hands-off and the forward limit which will permit good landings. If your loading requirements demand limits which do not fall inside those determined by flight tests, you will need to make design modifications, add ballast, or place added restrictions on loading. Since all of these solutions are



undesirable, the novice should certainly seek the assistance of an experienced designer if his planned CG range is large, such as in a multiple passenger design.
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